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Humans speak, monkeys grunt, and ducks quack. How do we come
to know which vocalizations animals produce? Here we explore
this question by asking whether young infants expect humans, but
not other animals, to produce speech, and further, whether infants
have similarly restricted expectations about the sources of vocalizations produced by other species. Five-month-old infants
matched speech, but not human nonspeech vocalizations, specifically to humans, looking longer at static human faces when human
speech was played than when either rhesus monkey or duck calls
were played. They also matched monkey calls to monkey faces,
looking longer at static rhesus monkey faces when rhesus monkey
calls were played than when either human speech or duck calls
were played. However, infants failed to match duck vocalizations
to duck faces, even though infants likely have more experience
with ducks than monkeys. Results show that by 5 months of age,
human infants generate expectations about the sources of some
vocalizations, mapping human faces to speech and rhesus faces to
rhesus calls. Infants’ matching capacity does not appear to be
based on a simple associative mechanism or restricted to their
specific experiences. We discuss these findings in terms of how
infants may achieve such competence, as well as its specificity and
relevance to acquiring language.
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umans’ intuitive understanding of physical aspects of the
world, such as object identity, continuity, and motion, has
its roots in infancy. Carey (1) proposed that children’s intuitive
understanding of biology is built on their intuitive understanding
of psychology, beginning with an understanding of human
behavior which is then generalized along a similarity gradient to
other animals. Others, such as Keil (2) and Hatano (3), have
argued that biology is its own privileged domain of knowledge
with dedicated inferential mechanisms. Whichever account is
correct, an understanding of the biology of different species
requires an understanding of differing properties of those species. Many studies (e.g., 4–6) have shown that infants use visible
properties to distinguish between instances of different categories (e.g., dogs vs. cats), but ultimately, categories function to
support inferences about unseen properties (7, 8). We investigate
what infants might know or infer about the kinds of vocalizations
that different species produce.
The vocalizations that animals produce are often species
specific: distinctive and functional in providing information
about individual and group identity, motivational state, location,
and often the triggering contexts (9–13). At the same time,
vocalizations contain information about the vocal tract that
produced them, effectively functioning as a species-specific
signature (14–16). The recognition of vocalizations is especially
important because they can help identify and localize conspecifics, predators, and prey, even when those organisms may not
be within the line of sight. In the case of humans, spoken
language represents the most fundamental vehicle for transmitting ideas and for identifying with a particular culture (8). Speech
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is a rich auditory signal modulated in temporal and spectral
aspects by precise manipulation of the vocal folds (the source)
and the supralaryngeal articulators (the filter), and stored as
abstract representations in the form of distinctive features (17,
18). These properties help to distinguish speech from nonspeech
human vocalizations and from vocalizations produced by nonhuman animals.
We examine whether human infants have expectations about
the nature of vocalizations generated by humans, and in particular, whether they expect humans to produce certain vocalizations, while also expecting other species to produce their own
unique vocalizations. More specifically, we began by asking
whether infants expected human faces to be associated with
human speech, but rhesus monkey faces to be associated with
rhesus monkey vocalizations. Humans and rhesus monkeys diverged an estimated 25–30 million years ago (19) and share an
estimated 92%–95% of their genetic sequence, leading to significant similarities in facial (20) and vocal characteristics. For
example, like human speech, some rhesus vocalizations contain
distinct formant frequencies, produced by changing lip configurations and mandibular positions (21–23). Because the vocal
folds of rhesus monkeys are lighter than those of humans, rhesus
vocalizations encompass a broader range of frequencies than
speech. However, rhesus monkeys, like other nonhuman primates, lack the oropharyngeal chamber and thick, curved tongue
that human adults use to modulate formant frequencies (21). As
a result, rhesus monkeys use a more limited ‘‘phonetic’’ repertoire,
although still larger and more varied than many other species with
similar vocal tracts (24).
Our specific focus was on 5-month-old human infants. At 5
months, infants are able to participate in sequential looking tasks
(e.g., 25, 26), and to match faces with voices on the basis of age
or maturity (27), segmental information (28–30), and emotion
(for their primary caregiver) (31, 32). However, it is not until
after the age of 5 months that many of the effects of experiencedependent learning [e.g., tuning to conspecific faces (33, 34) and
to auditory, visual, and multisensory properties of their native
language (35–40)] are observed. Although much is known about
infants’ abilities to match properties of human voices to faces, it
is unknown whether infants are able to match vocalizations to the
specific species that produces them.
We examined whether 5-month-old infants generate speciesspecific expectations about the source of vocalizations. We first
asked whether infants expect that humans, and not other animals, produce spoken language by testing whether infants match
human speech—but not rhesus monkey calls—specifically to
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Fig. 1. (A) Visual stimuli presented in experiments 1– 4. Human and monkey faces were presented individually, paired with either human or monkey
vocalizations in experiment 1, and with human, monkey, or duck vocalizations in experiment 2. Human and duck faces were presented individually with human,
monkey, or duck vocalizations in experiment 3. A black and white checkerboard was used in experiment 4. (B) Auditory stimuli presented in experiments 1, 2,
3, and 4. Human speech (I) was contrasted with rhesus monkey calls (II) in experiment 1. Experiments 2, 3, and 4 included duck calls (III).

human faces as opposed to rhesus monkey faces. We also
compared infants’ matching of speech to matching of human
nonspeech vocalizations to determine whether the process is
restricted to speech or extends more generally to all humangenerated sounds. Second, we examined whether infants can
match voice to face in other species that are visually and
acoustically unfamiliar to infants. Specifically, we asked whether
infants match rhesus monkey faces with rhesus monkey vocalizations, and duck faces with duck vocalizations, when presented
with human speech, monkey calls, or duck calls.
Experiment 1. Twelve 5-month-old infants from English- and
French-speaking homes were shown a sequence of individually
presented static human faces and rhesus monkey faces (see Fig.
1) paired either with human speech or with rhesus monkey
vocalizations. We examined whether infants preferentially attended to the human faces when human vocalizations were
presented (2 Japanese single words, nasu and haiiro), and
whether infants preferentially attended to the rhesus monkey
faces when rhesus monkey vocalizations (a coo and a gekker call)
were presented.
Pilot data using a typical cross-modal matching procedure
(e.g., 27, 34, 41), in which 2 faces were presented side by side in
tandem with one sound, revealed an overwhelming preference

for human faces that obscured all other potential effects. We
therefore adapted the procedure to present single faces sequentially, in tandem with different vocalizations, and compared
infant looking time for matched face-voice pairs to mismatched
face-voice pairs. Previous research shows that infants successfully extract matching information between auditory and visual
stimuli from sequential presentations of stimuli (42, 43). When
presented with audiovisual stimuli, infants tend to look longer at
matching displays (27, 34, 44–46). We predicted that if infants
identified the sources of vocalizations, they would look longer
when the vocalizations and faces matched. Infant looking times
to trials in which voices and faces matched were compared with
looking times to trials with mismatched faces and voices.
Results
Condition 1: Matching Speech to Human Faces. Five-month-old

infants looked longer at static human faces when human speech
was presented and also looked longer at static rhesus monkey
faces when rhesus vocalizations were presented (see Fig. 2). We
carried out analyses of variance (ANOVAs) with P ⬍ 0.05 set as
statistical significance, as well as nonparametric tests to confirm
the general pattern within the sample of infants. A 2 (congruence: match, mismatch) ⫻ 2 (block: first, second) ANOVA
yielded a significant congruence by block interaction [F(1, 11) ⫽

Fig. 2. Mean proportion looking time for trials in which the presented faces either matched (dark bars) or did not match (light bars) the vocalizations played
for experiments 1– 4. Chance performance is in red. Error bars represent standard error.
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Condition 2: Matching Human Nonspeech Vocalizations to Human
Faces. To determine whether the matching results in condition 1

were mediated by speech in particular or human-generated
voices more generally, we ran a second condition with human
nonspeech vocalizations (e.g., laughter). Infants looked equally
at human and monkey faces when either human nonspeech
vocalizations or monkey vocalizations were played (see Fig. 2).
A 2 (congruence: match, mismatch) ⫻ 2 (block: first, second)
ANOVA yielded no significant effects and no interactions (P ⬎
0.05) on PLT. PLT between the match (M ⫽ 0.504, SE ⫽ 0.019)
and mismatch (M ⫽ 0.496, SE ⫽ 0.019) was equivalent in both
blocks: block 1 match (M ⫽ 0.506, SE ⫽ 0.025), block 1 mismatch
(M ⫽ 0.494, SE ⫽ 0.025), block 2 match (M ⫽ 0.502, SE ⫽ 0.025),
block 2 mismatch (M ⫽ 0.498, SE ⫽ 0.025). A repeated-measures
mixed ANOVA with congruence (match, mismatch) as a withinsubject factor, and sex, order, or pairing as between-subject
factors, also revealed no other effects or interactions (P ⬎ 0.05).
Finally, an equivalent number of infants looked longer to the
match (n ⫽ 7) and the mismatch (n ⫽ 5) (binomial test, P ⬎ 0.05).
An explicit comparison of conditions 1 and 2 revealed a
significant interaction between condition and congruence in the
second block [F(1, 22) ⫽ 5.13, P ⫽ 0.034], demonstrating that
infants’ matching performance in condition 1 was reliably better
than in condition 2. Thus, infants matched spoken language, but
not human nonspeech vocalizations, to human faces.
Experiment 2. Did infants in experiment 1 specifically match

rhesus monkey calls to rhesus monkey faces, or did they simply
match nonhuman faces with nonhuman vocalizations, effectively
matching through a type of disjunctive syllogism [i.e., the unfamiliar sound (monkey call) must match either face A (human) or
face B (monkey); if it doesn’t match face A (human), then it must
match face B (monkey)]? To further test infants’ matching of
monkey faces with voices, we conducted a second experiment in
which the same static human and monkey faces were shown to
5-month-old infants, but this time in tandem with 3 types of
vocalizations: human speech, monkey calls, and duck calls. If
infants match nonhuman faces with nonhuman voices, then the
calls of ducks and monkey should be considered equally likely
matches for the monkey faces. If, however, infants generate
expectations about monkey vocalizations, then they might be
able to match the monkey faces specifically to the monkey calls,
Vouloumanos et al.

or more modestly, reject duck calls in favor of monkey calls.
Fifteen 5-month-old infants were tested using the same infantcontrolled looking procedure as in experiment 1, in which they
viewed a series of trials composed of a static human or monkey
face, but now these faces were presented in tandem with a human
speech sound, a monkey call, or a duck call.
Results
In this 3-way matching task, 5-month-old infants once again
looked longer at the human face when it was presented with
human speech, as compared with monkey or duck vocalizations.
They also looked longer at the monkey face when it was
presented with monkey vocalizations, as compared with human
or duck vocalizations (see Fig. 2). A 2 (congruence: match,
mismatch) ⫻ 2 (block: first, second) ANOVA yielded a significant effect of congruence [F(2, 28) ⫽ 7.23, P ⫽ 0.003, prep ⫽
0.97] with longer PLT to match (M ⫽ 0.406, SE ⫽ 0.020) than
the primate mismatch (M ⫽ 0.316, SE ⫽ 0.023) or the duck
mismatch (M ⫽ 0.278, SE ⫽ 0.016). Based on our findings from
experiment 1 in which matching was only evident in block 2, we
analyzed block 1 and block 2 separately. In these separate
analyses, as in experiment 1 and previous studies (27), only block
2 showed a significant effect of congruence with longer PLT to
match (M ⫽ 0.438, SE ⫽ 0.034) than the primate mismatch (M ⫽
0.303, SE ⫽ 0.028) or the duck mismatch [M ⫽ 0.259, SE ⫽ 0.024,
F(2, 28) ⫽ 6.99, P ⫽ 0.003, prep ⫽ 0.97]. Eleven of 15 infants
looked longer toward the match than either of the mismatches
in block 2 (binomial test, P ⬍ 0.002). The data from block 2 were
submitted to subsequent analyses.
To examine whether infants succeeded in matching both the
monkey faces and the human faces to the congruent vocalizations, separate one-way ANOVAs revealed a significant effect of
congruence for human stimuli [F(1, 22) ⫽ 10.99, P ⬍ 0.001], with
PLT to match (M ⫽ 0.466, SE ⫽ 0.040) higher than primate
mismatch [M ⫽ 0.305, SE ⫽ 0.039, least squares difference
(LSD), P ⬍ 0.003] and higher than duck mismatch (M ⫽ 0.230,
SE ⫽ 0.028, LSD, P ⬍ 0.001). There was also a significant effect
of congruence for monkey stimuli [F(1, 22) ⫽ 3.71, P ⫽ 0.033]
with PLT to match (Mmatch ⫽ 0.409, SE ⫽ 0.038) higher than the
human mismatch (M ⫽ 0.304, SE ⫽ 0.030, LSD, P ⬍ 0.036) and
higher than the duck mismatch (M ⫽ 0.287, SE ⫽ 0.034, LSD,
P ⫽ 0.016). This experiment confirmed infants’ ability to match
human faces specifically to speech, replicating and extending the
findings of experiment 1. Crucially, infants matched monkey
faces preferentially to monkey calls, perceiving rhesus monkey
calls as a better match for rhesus monkey faces than either
human speech or duck calls.
Experiment 3. In experiment 2 we showed that infants matched

rhesus monkey vocalizations to rhesus monkey faces, rejecting
duck calls as a match for human faces or for rhesus monkey faces.
One explanation for these findings is that infants were able to
match monkey vocalizations and faces based on their prior
experience with ducks. That is, infants might have been able to
reject the monkey face as a possible match for the duck vocalization based on having previously associated the duck vocalizations with duck faces. To consider infants’ familiarity with
ducks, and to further examine the specificity of infants’ capacity
to match faces and vocalizations, we tested whether infants
match duck vocalizations to duck faces. We presented fifteen
5-month-old infants with exactly the same acoustic stimuli—
human speech, monkey calls, or duck calls—as in experiment 2
but now in tandem with the faces of humans and ducks. If infants
are able to match duck vocalizations to duck faces, then this
capacity may have contributed to infants’ matching of monkeys
in the previous experiment. If infants are unable to match duck
vocalizations to duck faces, then previous experience with ducks
PNAS 兩 November 3, 2009 兩 vol. 106 兩 no. 44 兩 18869
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9.48, P ⫽ 0.01]. Because a preliminary ANOVA revealed no
effects or interactions of sex (F, M), order (human first, monkey
first), and pairing (face A-sound A, face A-sound B) (P ⬎ 0.05),
we collapsed across these factors in all analyses. Because in
previous cross-modal studies 4- to 5-month-olds did not demonstrate matching of faces to voices until the second presentation
block (27), we tested for a block effect and focused our analyses
on the second block. Planned comparisons revealed no difference in proportion looking time (PLT) between the match (M ⫽
0.504, SE ⫽ 0.027) and mismatch (M ⫽ 0.496, SE ⫽ 0.027) in the
first block, but a significant difference in PLT for the match (M ⫽
0.580, SE ⫽ 0.024) and mismatch (M ⫽ 0.420, SE ⫽ 0.024) in the
second block [t(11) ⫽ 3.32, P ⫽ 0.007]. Consistent with previous
cross-modal matching studies in young infants (e.g., 27), matching behavior emerged in the second block. We therefore submitted the data from this second block to subsequent analyses.
To examine whether infants succeeded in matching both speech
to human faces and monkey calls to monkey faces, we performed
one-way ANOVAs and found a significant effect of congruence
for both human stimuli [Mmatch ⫽ 0.604, SE ⫽ 0.045, F(1, 22) ⫽
10.57, P ⫽ 0.004] and monkey stimuli [Mmatch ⫽ 0.557, SE ⫽
0.029, F(1, 22) ⫽ 7.76, P ⫽ 0.011]. Finally, 10 of 12 infants looked
longer toward the matching display (binomial test, P ⬍ 0.039). Thus,
by 5 months, infants match human speech to human faces, and also
match rhesus monkey vocalizations to rhesus monkey faces.

cannot account for infants’ matching of monkey faces and
vocalizations.
Results
In this 3-way matching task with human and duck faces, 5-monthold infants did not look systematically longer at the duck face
when it was presented with a duck vocalization. Instead, infants
looked longest during human speech trials, regardless of which
face was presented (see Fig. 2). A 2 (congruence: match, monkey
mismatch, other mismatch) ⫻ 2 (block: first, second) ANOVA
yielded no significant effect of congruence, block, and no
interactions (P ⫽ n.s.), reflecting equal PLT to match (M ⫽
0.328, SE ⫽ 0.021), monkey mismatch (M ⫽ 0.320, SE ⫽ 0.020),
or other species mismatch (M ⫽ 0.352, SE ⫽ 0.017). Three of 15
infants looked longer toward the match than either of the
mismatches in block 2 (binomial test, P ⫽ n.s.).
To examine whether infants’ performance was equivalent for
the duck faces and the human faces, we performed an additional
repeated-measures ANOVA examining the PLT for congruent
pairs (congruence: match, monkey mismatch, other mismatch)
for each of the 2 species (human, duck) combined across blocks.
There was a significant interaction between congruence and
species [F(2, 28) ⫽ 3.478, P ⫽ 0.045], which was driven by infants
looking longer during speech trials in the presence of the human
faces (M ⫽ 0.385, SE ⫽ 0.028) and also looking longer during
speech trials in the presence of the duck faces (M ⫽ 0.401, SE ⫽
0.028). Post hoc tests confirmed that PLT was longer overall for
human speech trials (M ⫽ 0.393, SE ⫽ 0.020) than for duck
vocalizations [M ⫽ 0.287, SE ⫽ 0.022, t(14) ⫽ 2.690, P ⫽ 0.018]
and for monkey vocalizations [M ⫽ 0.320, SE ⫽ 0.20, t(14) ⫽
2.054, P ⫽ 0.059]. Infants thus looked longer overall during the
presentation of speech, both for human faces and for duck faces,
and showed no evidence of matching duck calls to duck faces.
Experiment 4. To control for the possibility that infants’ failure to

match duck faces to duck vocalizations in experiment 3 stems
from an intrinsic aversion to duck calls, we presented exactly the
same sounds in the same order as experiment 2 and 3, but instead
of presenting the sounds simultaneously with a face, we presented them with a black and white checkerboard display.
Because previous studies have shown that young infants prefer
speech to other sounds (26, 47, 48), we expected infants to listen
longer overall to speech. The crucial test is, therefore, a comparison of the duck calls and the monkey calls. If infants listen
less to duck calls than to monkey calls, then the pattern infants
demonstrated in experiments 2 and 3 could be explained by an
aversion to duck calls, rather than matching behavior per se. If,
however, infants listened equally to duck and monkey calls, then
the data pattern is best explained by an ability to match rhesus
monkey calls to rhesus monkey faces, a capacity that does not
extend to matching duck calls to duck faces. We therefore
presented twelve 5-month-old infants with the same 3 sound
types as in experiments 2 and 3, but with an identical black-andwhite checkerboard.
Results
In this test of inherent listening preferences, infants listened
equally to monkey and duck calls (see Fig. 2). Infants’ overall
looking time was analyzed in an ANOVA with sound type
(human speech, monkey calls, or duck calls) as the relevant
factor. A significant difference in looking time to the 3 sounds
was found [F(2, 22) ⫽ 5.35, P ⫽ 0.013]. Planned comparisons
combined across blocks revealed that infants listened proportionally longer to speech (M ⫽ 0.393, SE ⫽ 0.024) as compared
with monkey calls [M ⫽ 0.314, SE ⫽ 0.015; t(11) ⫽ 2.17, P ⫽
0.053] and with duck calls [M ⫽ 0.293, SE ⫽ 0.016; t(11) ⫽ 2.67,
P ⫽ 0.022] (see Fig. 2). This overall preference for speech was
expected, and consistent with previous studies (26, 49). How18870 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0906049106

ever, and crucially for the interpretation of experiments 2 and 3,
infants listened to monkey calls and duck calls equally [t(11) ⫽
1.06, P ⫽ n.s.]. Thus, when tested in a sound preference
procedure in the absence of any faces, infants showed no
difference in listening time to duck calls and monkey calls. The
equal listening times between duck and monkey calls suggest that
duck calls and monkey calls were equally salient for infants, and
that the difference in looking patterns between monkeys and
ducks observed in experiments 2 and 3 is robust.
Discussion
Results from four experiments show that human infants have
some expectations about the sources of vocalizations, both for
humans and for another primate species. Five-month-old infants
matched speech preferentially to human faces, and matched
rhesus monkey calls preferentially to rhesus monkey faces. These
findings license three conclusions.
First, despite the lack of exposure to rhesus monkey faces and
vocalizations, at 5 months, infants do not consider rhesus
monkeys to be a likely source for speech: they expect humans,
and not monkeys, to produce speech. Although this success
might be due to infants’ familiarity with human vocalizations,
infants were able to match the unfamiliar Japanese speech while
failing to match the more familiar nonspeech vocalizations of
agreement and laughter. This suggests either an early tuning for
some functional properties of speech as opposed to other sounds
(48), or that the acoustic properties of human nonspeech sounds
provide insufficient information about the vocal source of such
sounds. According to this latter possibility, infants may use
segmental variations in periodicity and perturbation that are
generated by the precise manipulation of the vocal folds and the
supralaryngeal articulators as diagnostic of sounds generated by
a human vocal apparatus (17). The attenuated segmental variation in human nonspeech vocalizations—relative to speech—
may have hindered infants’ ability to identify them as human
utterances. It remains to be explored whether infants would
match speech sounds also used in nonspeech contexts, such as
fricatives or clicks (50).
Second, infants did not match the rhesus monkey calls to
human faces. In 5 months of postnatal exposure, infants have
heard humans emit a wide variety of sounds, including speech,
sneezes, and perhaps even some animal sounds associated with
story books. It is unlikely that they have experienced every
possible human vocalization and yet they have determined that
humans are not a likely source of rhesus monkey calls, despite
their biological, communicative, and spectrally rich properties
(9). At the same time, human nonspeech vocalizations that have
the same vocal source and encompass the same frequency range
as speech but that are limited in phonetic repertoire were not
matched with human faces. This may be because infants are not
sensitive to the categorical differences between nonspeech human vocalizations and rhesus monkey calls. Although it is still
unclear which specific cues infants use to identify human and
rhesus monkey vocalizations, the presence of a broad phonetic
repertoire might provide a cue to a human vocal source.
Third, with little or no prior exposure to rhesus monkey faces
or voices, human infants match monkey faces preferentially to
monkey calls, and not duck calls or human speech. One possibility is that infants were relying on previous experience with
ducks. This explanation, however, is undermined by the findings
from experiments 3 and 4 in which infants failed to match duck
vocalizations to duck faces, and attended equally to duck and
monkey calls in the absence of a face. Infants’ matching of rhesus
monkey calls was not based on their capacity to rule out duck
vocalizations based on their prior experience. Further, if prior
experience was driving these effects, then, if anything, infants
should have shown greater competence in matching duck calls to
duck faces than monkey calls to monkey faces.
Vouloumanos et al.

How would naïve human infants generate a specific expectation about the likely sounds produced by rhesus monkeys? Even
static neutral faces such as those used in the current study
contain many cues about plausible vocalizations (51). Infants
may use attributes such as ratios between facial features (27), in
combination with the acoustic properties of the calls, to determine that monkey faces are more likely to produce monkey calls
than either human speech or duck calls. Young infants show
remarkable abilities in linking specific properties in human faces
and voices (52, 53), even for aspects of bimodal matching that are
unlikely to be learned, such as vowel matching (28, 30). Infants
also readily detect correspondences between specific monkey
calls and dynamic monkey faces that match (34). Why then did
infants fail to match the calls and faces of ducks? Human and
monkey faces share many features that may function to identify
them as faces, such as the placement of the eyes and mouth in
the same plane. Ducks, in contrast, have a differently shaped oral
region and their eyes do not fall within the same plane. These
featural differences might make it more difficult for infants to
identify duck faces as faces, and as a result, reduce their capacity
to identify the source of duck vocalizations.
A complementary hypothesis is that infants might succeed by
making explicit analogies with their knowledge of humans.
Infants might notice structural similarities between human and
monkey faces, and between human and monkey vocalizations,
and then extrapolate the human matching properties to monkeys
(1, 54). Indeed, in Carey’s (1) studies of biological knowledge,
children’s attribution of animal properties depended on their
making inductive inferences based on similarity judgments between what they knew—familiar people—and unfamiliar organisms. According to this view, infants may generate a similarity
gradient originating from humans: by looking more like human
faces than say insect faces do, rhesus monkey faces are more
likely to produce vocalizations that are, in important ways,
similar to human sounds (e.g., in containing formant structure
generated by supralaryngeal articulation). Similarly, studies of
adult categorical perception of monkey and human faces suggest
that human adults may process monkey faces in terms of
characteristics they share with human faces (54). Although Carey
studied older children, and categorical perception studies tested
adults, the same general principles might be at work in early
infancy. Although infants in our study were able to reject duck
calls as a possible match for rhesus monkeys, they would
undoubtedly have more difficulty rejecting the more similar calls
of other nonhuman primates. Because duck faces (and vocalizations) share fewer characteristics with humans, infants may not
have been able to analyze them in the same way to match them.
Whether by their existing knowledge of invariant cross-modal
relations, or their use of inductive processes and similarity
gradients, infants were able to match human speech to humans,
and rhesus monkey calls to rhesus monkey faces. This finding

provides the first evidence that, from a young age, human infants
are able to make correct inferences about some correspondences
between different kinds of vocalizations and different species.
This ability may help infants identify conspecifics even when they
are not visible, and allow them to identify the human-produced
speech sounds that are relevant for language acquisition.
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Materials and Methods
Participants. Infants ranged in age from 4 months, 17 days, to 5 months, 17
days, and were from predominantly English- and French-speaking families. No
infant had prior exposure to Japanese. Experiment 1 tested 12 infants in each
of 2 conditions (M ⫽ 5 months, 0 days), experiments 2 and 3 tested 15 infants
(M ⫽ 4 months, 30 days and M ⫽ 5 months, 5 days, respectively), and
experiment 4 tested 12 infants (M ⫽ 5 months, 4 days). Complete participant
and procedure information is reported in SI Text.

Apparatus and Procedure. Infants sat on a parent’s lap in front of a cinema
display monitor in a sound-attenuated testing room. Sounds played from 2
speakers placed on either side of the monitor. An experimenter seated outside
the testing area observed the child over a closed circuit and controlled the
presentation of stimuli using Habit X software (Leslie Cohen, University of
Texas at Austin). Infant reactions were videotaped. Parents wore headphones
playing masking music.
The study design consisted of 2 identical blocks of 8 trials (experiment 1) or
6 trials (experiments 2, 3, and 4) that contained equal numbers of face trials
from each species tested. Within each species’ face set, infants saw the faces
presented with each of the vocalizations being contrasted. Sounds and faces
were alternated so that infants never heard the same vocalization or saw the
same face consecutively. Sounds were presented at 65 ⫾ 5 dB. In each experiment, the order of faces was counterbalanced, except for experiment 1, in
which, due to a computer error, 7 of the infants saw a human first, and 5 saw
a monkey first (order was not significant; see Results). For all experiments, half
the infants saw a match first and half a mismatch. Infants terminated trials by
looking away from the screen for more than 2 s or when trials reached the
maximum length of 40 s. Infant looking-time was coded offline (reliability, r ⬎
0.991) and was converted to proportion looking time (PLT), within each block.
Specifically, for each set of faces within each block we derived a PLT for the
relative amount of time infants looked at a given species’ face when it was
presented with a matching vocalization versus nonmatching vocalizations.
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Stimuli. The auditory stimuli consisted of 2 Japanese words (nasu and haiiro),
2 nonspeech vocalizations [‘‘mmm’’ (agreement) and ‘‘haha’’ (laughter)], 2
rhesus monkey vocalizations (a coo call associated with food and group
movement, and a gekker call used in affiliative interactions), and 2 duck calls
(see Fig. 1). Each sound file began with 1 s of silence and contained 13
repetitions of that particular sound, with a stimulus onset asynchrony of 3 s.
Stimulus properties are reported in (Tables S1 and S2).
Visual stimuli consisted of a checkerboard (3-cm squares) and static color
photographs of 2 adult female humans, 2 adult female rhesus monkeys, and
2 adult ducks (all 20 cm and 900 pixels in height; see Fig. 1). Photographs were
cropped and placed on a black background using Adobe Photoshop.
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